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fn Minorite memory and reflection on the life of Francis and the origins

I "f the Order-that developed with unceasingly intensity and expaniion
Ithrough the whole of the 13'h cenrury and beyond-those which focused
on the experience of the stigmata that Francis endured on La Verna occupy
an absolutely central position. It is obvious that this is the case. The event
appeared exceptional and by its nature conferred a special seal on the figure
and religious choice of Francis. This was explicitly revealed early on by Elias
in the letter in which he gave news of the event to the friars: "Such a sign
that has never been heard of from the dawn of time except in the Son of
God, who is Christ the Lord."' The interpretation that Elias gave was
univocal and categorical: it is Christ himself who in this way wishes to extol
Francis among men and to glori$z him in the presence of the angels.'

"'A Letter on the Passing of Saint Francis," FA:ED 2, p. 490; "Epistola
enryclica de transitu S.Francisci a Fr. Elia tunc ordinis vicario generali ad omnes
provincias ordinis missa," in Analecta franciscana, X (Quaracchi-Firenze l94l), p. 526.
F. Acrocca, "fJn apocrifo la "letrera enciclica" di frate Elia sul transito di
S.Francesco?," Collectanea francescarut 65 (1995) 473-509, has raised some doubts
about the authenticity of the letter. Nevertheless, I believe that, even though one
must recognize that the initial drafting of the letter may have been manipulated-
and that the actual text that we have at our disposition may be the result of two
different letters from its very origins - at the same time it is impossible to think that
it is a later falsified work (regarding this see my "Considerazioni sulle stimmate," in
Il fauo delle stimmate di S.Francesco, the acts of the roundtable held at the Portiuncula
on September 17, 1996 (fusisi: Edizioni Porziuncola,lgg7), pp. 16ff., and note l3).

' Epistola enciclica, 527 .
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This theme was retrieved, articulated, and developed in all the
successive hagiographical and homiletic output of the Minors-however,
not without a significant variety of adaptations around this central nucleus
that remained essentially unchanged.

In the collective emotions of the discovery of the stigmata and in his
haste to share the event with the entire Order Elias was not careful to verifr,
or €ven to mention, the circumstances, place, and time of the unheard of
miracle. The vision of the crucified Seraph as the preamble-and of Lt
Verna as the location-of the occurrence appears only a few years later with
the Vita Primo of Thomas of Celano.' These are also featured in another
fundamental testimony of the event: that is, of the annotations that Leo
places in the Praises of God found on the cbartula of fusisi.* The
indeterminate date in which these annotations were written do not diminish
the value of the origins of the testimony-due to the fact that it is based on a

socius (companion) particularly close to Francis in those years and that the
substance is linked at least in part to the same account of Thomas of Celano.
It is only in relation to such occurrences that La Verna is recorded by him
and by successive early biographers: the extraordinary Lent that Francis
spent there is enriched litde by litde with new details that focus on that
place and on that special event in ways that are lacking in the original
versions. At the same time, in hindsight, the occasions for Francis to climb
and stay on the "sacred mountain" tended to be multiplied and deliberately
connected with encounters and stories in the tentative memory of the first
Minorite generation to La Verna and the places on La Verna. The exigent
demands of devotion and the cult of Francis that were determined during
the course of his sanctification contributed to this as wel[.

I think that one aspect needs to be immediately clarified. The
extraordinary flowering of new details and new particulars of the seraphic
vision, as they became more frequent in the events tied to the sojourn of
Francis on La Verna-along with the constant Browth of La Verna in the
eremitical experience of Francis (the hagiographers of the 14s century show
him climbing the "sacred mountain" at least six timest)-must not deceive.

'FA,ED 1; Thomas of Celano, Vita prima S.Francisci,90,95, ll2, ll3, in
Analecta Franciscana, Fp. 69, 72ff., 87ff. (henceforth IC with the addition of the
number of the paragraph).

*'Chartula. Fr. Leoni data," in Opuscula sancti patris Francisci ,*sisiensis, ed-

K. Esser, OFM, in Biblioteca francescana ascetica Medii aeai,frl (Grottaferrata, Rome,
1978), p.92.

tThis agrees with the example of fra. Mariano da Firenze in his Dialago d.el

sa.cro rnonte della hm.a (cf. Ciro Cannarozzi, Dialogo del Sacro Monte della Vema di {ra
Mariano di Firenze, Pistoia 1930, p. 40 ff.); cf. also A. Pienotti, "Da una nuova opera
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In reality there are few new things that these are able to tell us: they attest to
the work of hagiographical memory corresponding to the inevitable
imposition of a theological reflection around an event of such unusual depth
that it sustains the Order and the patriotism of the Order in the struggle for
its affirmation and survival. Accompanylng the expansion of the cult of
Francis uras a constant need for clear and certain references to ever new
details. In short, these were all a part of the history of the Minors and of the
distillation of the cult surrounding the figure of Francis-but they belong
only minimally to his own story. This is what I will strive to distinguish and
demonstrate in this presentation. The first section contains a brief review of
the stories and interpretations that deal with the sojourn (or sojourns) of
Francis on La Verna and that present the hagiographical legends and
chronicles of the Order. The second section turns to the few reliable
elements offered by the sources and focuses on Francis and that September
in 1224 in order to accurately investigare what can be historically
reconstituted of the event and the context which produced it.

1. For Thomas of Celano in the Vita Prirua the unique privilege of
the stigmata encloses and enacts the exaltation of the evangelical work and
holiness of Francis: "his glorious life reveals in even brighter light the
perfection of earlier saints"n: the signs of the Passion of Christ on his body
prove and demonstrate this "ac si in cruce cum Dei Filio pependisset."T It is
not by chance that Thomas concludes this paragraph, which intends to offer
a profound sense and an ultimate inner religious experience of Francis, with
this significant consideration: "For this reason it is useless to tr!, to praise
him, whose praise is from the One Who is the praise of all, their origin and
greatest honor, the giver of the gifts of light."*

The order of these ideas is the same as that of Elias: the stigmata
render the life of Francis that of a unique and incomparable saint, one that
finds its only referent in Christ. But Thomas, a hagiographer and chronicler
more scrupulous than has long been believed, does not pretend to be able to
reveal the entire significance of these events. There were certainly

di Fra Mariano di Firenze (il Dialogo antico della Verna)," Stud.i francestani 1 (1914-
1915), in particular pp. 17l-174. The six trips are normally portrayed and presented
in the hagiography and in the edi$ring literature regarding La Verna: cf. for example
Alberto d'Alberoro, Compend.io *orico-religioso del sacro ??xonte della Wma in Toscana
(Florence 1884), pp. 12ff,27ff,32ff,37tr,41tr; and particularly as the same events are
presented by J. Joergensen, San Francesco d.',*sisi, in the new edition (fusisi:
lIniversiti degli studi di Perugia, 1968>, p. 432, n.2.

nlc 
90.

'1C 90, "as if he had hung on the cross with the Son of God."
*lc 90.
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expressions of love that tied Christ to Francis, but these "concealed some
awesome mysterlzr one we believe is known to God alone, though it was
partly revealed by the Saint."' He thus excludes on his part every other
ulterior research for other various meanings. He implicitly underlines the
incompleteness of the event-by that I mean the partiality of the event-in
the writings he offers.

With this lens, the course of the rest of his account approximately
articulates in the event a reconstruction of the signs of the Passion of Christ
reproduced in Francis-underlining and confirming even more the
complexity of the elements that coalesced around it."' In effect, despite the
obvious ediSzing and eminent character of the account that specifically
intends to attest to the sanctity of Francis, Thomas, in referring to the
events of the sojourn on La Verna in the Vita Prirua, is unique among the
biographers in that he senses the necessity to offer a fabric of faitual
information and clues. While this may not provide a complete picture it
does situate us and permits us to at least know in part some aspects of the
context surrounding that exceptional Lent. I will return to this discussion in
the second section of this article.

The later hagiographers and chroniclers are less scrupulous and
offer a totally circular interpretation of the phenomena-while, at the same
time, the patriotism of the Order and devotional impulses strived to
gradually eliminate the shadows of murkiness that the very character of the
event was not able to show clearly. The first chroniclers and biographers
writing after the Vita Prima of Thomas remain relatively brief and deficient
of any new information. Julian of Speyer limits himself in substance to a

cross benreen the letter of Elias and the analytical account offered by
Thomas-largely depriving it, however, of its general contexti "L miracle
unheard of, in my judgment, in all the preceding ages;"" "that most precious
treasure with which the Lord, by a special privilege, had enriched him.""
For Julian the stigmata represents a sign of election on the part of Christ
while for Francis is was a point of arrival and corresponded to his
inexhaustible desire for perfection. The memory of the Passion of Christ
obviously stays present as a generic point of reference for the religious
itinerary of Francis-but the cautious references of Thomas to the
existential context of the experience of LaVerna totally disappear.

'lc 90.

"'I have ana|yzed this complex construction in Francesca d.'Assisi. Reabd e

mtemoria di un'esperienza cristiana (Torino: Einaudi, 1991), pp.2l2ff.
"L1s 61.

"L1s 62.
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The author of Anonymoas of Perugia (De inceptione) was the most
extreme in the brevity of the account: "Wanting to show the love He had for
him, the Lord impressed on his members and his side the stigmata of His
most beloved Son. And because the servant of God, Francis, wanted to go to
His house and the dwelling place of His glory, the Lord called him to
Himself, and so he gloriously passed over to the Lord."" The stigmata and
death of Francis form a complete whole. Both of them are signs of the love
of God for him. The underscoring of a list of extravagant facts permits the
author to pass, in rapid succession, to the following claim: the many signs
and miracles provoked the conversion of so many who up to this point in
time believed that "his life was accounted madness, and his death was
without honorl" his canonizatton by Gregory IX; and the taking on of the
habit of the Minors by many great and noble men.'* These facts crown and
guarantee the providential and salvific interpretation that the author intends
to give from the very beginning of his account of the Lord's call of Francis
and his companions. This is because, "God saw that His people, whom He
had redeemed by the precious blood of His only begorten Son, had
forgotten his commandments... desiring not the death of the sinner, but
that he be converted and live. Impelled by His most bountiful merry, God
willed to send workers into His vineyard."" The affirmation of the Order
and its social success, thanks to the work of Francis and his early
companions, attests that the mission given to them by God has been
accomplished.

fu has been noted, the lines that the Legend, of the Tbree Companions
dedicate to the stigmata can not be dated with certitude nor can their
original composition because they combine expressions and concepts that
seem to hearken back to the Vita seconda-Tbe Rernernbrance of the Desire of a
Soul-of Thomas of Celano and to the Major Legend, and therefore to the
period after the compilation of the Legend itself.'o The fact remains that
neither of them offer nor intend to offer any new facts or new
interpretations. For his part Thomas repeats the discourse on the stigmata
in The Reruembrance of tbe Desire of a Soal to confirm in a few enigmatic lines
the mystery that is concealed in them" and to essentially demonstrate the

"AP 46.

'rrtP 46,47 .

"AP 3. For a comprehensive interpretation of the view and plan of. Tlte
Anonlrmous of Peragia cf. J. Dalarun, Tlte Misadaenture of Francis of Assisi (St.
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2002), pp. 176-189.

ttl. Desbonnets, "Legenda trium sociorum. Edition critique," Arcbiawm
Franciscanum. Historicum.6T (1974), pp. 8l and 85ff.

"2C 203r "Finally, who can express, or who can understand, how it was far
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care that Francis had in hiding those sacred signs from the eyes of others-
to the point that there were even few friars that were able to see them while
he was living.'* Perhaps the mention of the lack of the friars' knowledge of
the stigmata during Francis life was also a way to indirectly respond to the
objections of those who were advancing doubts about their reality.''

It is precisely in Tbe Rernernhrance that, in a section that appears to
have little interest in reflecting on the events of La Verna, we find a brief
but incisive passage that echoes a theme that is present in the mystical
reflections of Hugo of Saint Victor. It seems to suggest a reading of the
stigmata that a few years later would be repeated and amplified by
Bonaventure: "From the very first, when true love of Christ transformed the
Iover into his very image...n"'This is nothing more than an allusion that is
also found in the conclusion of the work. In fact, one of the last pages
profiles with great discretion the first lines of the interpretation that will
become central in the exaltation of the figure of Francis in the work of the
Minors. Among the various passages that close and crown any number of
long liturgies and that are drawn from Tbe Rernernbrance or the Vita Prirna
that deal with the last hours of Francis figure those expecred ones that show
him as he ascends to heaven. One of these, however, presents an unusual
passage that reads as follows:

At the very same hour that evening the glorious father appeared to another
brother of praiseworthy life, who was at that moment absorbed in prayer.
He appeared to him in a purple dalmatic and followed by an innumerable
crowd of people. Several separated themselves from the crowd and said to
that brother: "Is this not Christ, brother?" And he replied: "It is he."

from him in glory except in the cross of the Lord? To him alone it is given to know,
to whom alone it is given to experience. Without a doubt, even if we were to
perceive it in some sense in ourselves, words would be unable to express such
marvels, soiled as they are by cheap and everyday things. For this reason perhaps it
had to appear in the flesh since it could be explained in words. Therefore, let silence
speak, where words fall short. This alone intimates to human ears what is not
entirely clear: why that sacrament appeared in the saint. For what is revealed by him
draws understanding and purpose from the future. It will be true and worthy of faith,
to which nature,law and grace will be witnesses."

'*2 c 135-138.

''For a discussion of the objections to the stigmata cf. the fundamental
article by A. Vauchez, "The Stigmata of St. Francis and Its Medieval Detractors,"
Greyfriars Rsuinl 13 (1999) 61-89.

"'2C 135. For a development of the interpretation of the stigmata as an
expression and a fruit of love for Christ consult the still valid observations of E.
Gilson, "L'interpr6tation traditionelle des stigmates," Reaue d'bistoire franciscaine 2

(t92s 467-79.
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Others asked him again, saying: "Isn't this Saint Francis?" And the brother
likewise replied that it was he. For it really seemed to the brother, and to
the whole crowd, as if Christand Saint Francis were one person."

These are allusions with great discretion, in a kind of game of mirrors, in
which the figures are confused and superimposed without claiming a true
and proper identification. They express a struggling nostalgia from a

distance but also the regrets that the older hagiography expressed in a

similar image in their early years: we lost you, father, we miserable ones
who, while you were alive, took little care to know you. In the view of
Thomas, dominated in Tbe Remernbrance by a dark irnage of decline that
troubles the Order, there are passages which strive to suggest to the friars-
who are deaf to the words of Francis, as has been accurately noted by
Jacques Dalarun"-to look at the supernatural level which stands as the basis
of their vocations. But these will also open a road that will have a number of
unintended consequences.

fn one way Thomas remains faithful to himself in The Treatise un the
Miraclq by suggesting the absurdity of any force that claims to penetrate the
mystery of the stigmata: "No explanation should be demanded, because it
was a wonder. No example should be sought, because it was unique."" But in
another way he proposes a comprehensive reading that offers to
Bonaventure an opening to construct one of the chief speculations of his
interpretation/ presentation of Francis. For Thomas all of the undertakings
of Francis, both public and private, developed from the centrality of the
Cross of the Lord. It is not by chance in fact that, from the first instance in
which he began to serve the Crucified, "various mysteries of the cross shone
around him."'n Therefore, it is Thomas who collects a detailed list of all the
moments in the life of Francis which can be compared to the Cross or its
memory-not only those which were omens of a future event but also those
which, starting from the encounter with the crucifix of San Damiano, in
their intensity impressed on his mind the memory of the Passion of the
Lord." In this way the stigmata become the point of arrival for the entire
religious journey of Francis which, observes Thomas, neither human reason
nor faith are capable of understanding in its intimate logic: in the sense that
the exceptional love of Francis for the Cross in itself makes him worthy of

"2C 219. For a persuasive discussion of this passage consult Dalarw, Tlte
Misadntentare, pp. 136-137 .

"Dalaron, p. 133.

"3c z.

'n3cz.
"icz-3.
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the exceptional honor of the Cross: Thomas concludes triumphantly
"Nothing therefore is more appropriate to him than what is preached about
in the stigmata,"'n before he essentially repeats the account that he offers in
the Vita Prirna.

In my opinion there is no possibility of doubt: Thomas in this way
intends to respond to the detractors of the stigmata and those who were
advancing reservations about tleir reality. In respect to his previous
accounts there is a preoccupation in Tlte Treatise that emerges with great
clarity. He reaffirrns it both in the solemn declaration rhat concludei the
account of the "finding" of the stigmata on the body of Francis after his
death: "Nothing therefore is more appropriate to him than what is preached
about in the stigmata."" By the appeal of Thomas to the "many brothers,,
who saw the stigmata when the saint was still living (forgetting by this what
had been written previously) and to the fifry and more who-together \Mith
innumerable seculars-saw them on the corpse," along with the accounts of
the series of miracles, he strikes at those who negate or doubt their reality.,,
In this way The Treatise begins with an explicit and expansive treatment of a
theme that had already been dealt with in a number of papal bulls," and
which remained tied to the literature of the Minors in the decades that
followed: the public disclosure and revelations of the stigmata will
subsequendy clariS, the mystery of the sysnf-xnd the disclosure of the
secret also serves the implicit role of further confirmation of their reality in
answer to rising skepticism.

The interpretive line of the fact of the stigmata offered by Thomas
in Tbe Treatise was taken up and enriched by Bonavenrure. The Major Ltf,
gives them a completed and definite form. Ffowever the fundamental
nucleus of the considerations that were developed in the Major Life was
already expressed in a sermon dedicated to St. Francis and preached most
probably on October 4, 1255, when Bonaventure was the regent master of
the school of the friars in Paris."

'n3c 3.

"3c s.

'*3c 5.

"3c 6-lo.
"'Cf. Vauchez, Le stim.m.ate di san Francesco,pp. 68ff.
"FA:ED 2; Saint Bonaventure, Sermanes d.e diaersis, 59, (Sermo V), nouvelle

6dition crilique par J.G. Bougerol, vol. II (Paris: Editions Franciscaines, 1993), pp.
787-812 (from this point on "sermon \f'). For an analysis of the themes of ilie
sermons as a prelude to t}e Major Life cf. Dalarun, The Misadnenture, pp.227ff.
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These were years that were particularly difficult for the Minors.
The penetration in its ranks of Joachimite and pseudo-Joachimite ideas of
the expectation of an approaching advent of the "age of the Spirit" was
causing confusion and tension in the interior of the Order and in its rapport
with the hierarchy and clerics. In fact according to this view, Francis, thanks
to the stigmata, was being identified with the angel of the apocalypse
described in RevelattonT:2, who carries the signs of the living God and a

decisive role in the struggle against the Antichrist, and the radical renewal of
the Church and Christian life was being attributed to the Order which he
founded. These ideas, modulated with a variety of expressions that are not
our place to examine at this time, offered a pretext for the secular masters in
Paris-spokesman for this occasion for the not unimportant sectors of
bishops and priests-to launch a global attack against the Minors and their
choice of life. Between the summer and autumn of L254 these initiatives
were able to create a breach with Rome, convincing even Innocent fV to
intervene. Only his unexpected death on December 7 of that same year and
the election of Rainaldo d'Ostia, who had served for many years as the
Cardinal Protector of the Minors, as his successor was able to impede that
which could very well have been a catastrophe for the ecclesial position that
the Order had already assumed in the Church. Ffowever, the hostility
against the Order, if momentarily silenced, certainly did not cease. This
deals with a very basic hostility: in fact, the very meaning of the aita euangelii
and the consequent choice of poverty as these were expressed in the Rale and
the practice of the Minors were radically taken into debate.32

At least verbally these attacks did not directly involve nor did they
intend to involve the founder of the Order. They were addressed to the
development and the lines of development that marked the Order and its
encroachment into areas the secular masters saw as their own domain. This

"Cf. Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la foundation et de l'iaolution d.e l'ord,re des

frires m,ineurs au XIff siicle, bibliographie mise i jour par Mariano d'Alatri et S.
Gieben, Biblioteca seraphico-capuccina, 29 (Rome: Istituto Storico dei Cappuccini,
1982), pp. 200ff; R. Lambertini and A. Tabarroni, Dopo Francesco: l'erediti. difficile
(Torino: Edizioni gruppo Abele 1989), pp. 5ltr; R. Lambertini, "Apologia e crescita
dell'identiti francescana," Nuoai audi storici, 4 (Rome: Istituto Storico per il
Medioevo, 1990); for the ecclesiological implications present in the conflict the
following remains fundamental: Y. Congar, "Aspects eccl6siologiques de la querelle
entre Mendicants et s6culiers dans la seconde moiti6 du )ilII'siEcle et le d6but des
Xf\f, Archiaes d'bistoire d.octrinah et littiraire du Moyen Age 28 (1961), pp. 35-151. For
the passage of Rev. 7:2 applied to Francis cf, S. Bihel, "S.Franciscus fuitne angelus
sexti sigilii (Ap. 7,2)?," Antonianum ll (L927) 59-90, and Stanislao da Campagnolo,
L'angelo del sesto sigillo e l' "aher Cbristus" Genesi e suiluppo di due tem.i francescani nei
secoli XilI-XIZ (Rome: Edizioni Antonianum, 197 l).
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was the arena of their accusations. However the Minors, and Bonaventure in
particular, were convinced that this development was fully consistent with
that which was envisioned by the Rule.In their defense of the Order it was

natural to hold Francis up as a shield of secure protection: that Francis who
was presented as an exceptional saint not only by Minorite hagiographers
btrt also by a long list of papal bulls-and who had been signed with the
unique privilege of the stigmata. In Bonaventure's sermon in 1255 the
stigmata specifically became the keystone of the argumentation to oppose

the detractors and critics of the Order. In fact, they constituted the signs by
which the Lord wished "to authenticate and confirm" the doctrine and the
Rate of Francis-because no one, "sane de fide sentiens," would be able to
impugn their veracity or character. These were the seal that by which the
Divine wished to support the Rule of Francis and to confirm that all that had

been written had come from the Lord."

Bonaventure was not the first to offer this reading of the stigmata.

Even before him Hugh of Digne in his Expositio saper regulanr. (his defense of
the excellence of the Order) had recorded that it was Christ Himself who
confirmed it "irrefragabiliter" (inviolably or irrefutably) "with the authentic
sign and seal of his stigmata."'* However, the insistence of Bonaventure on
this point was particularly forceful and attests to the weight that he

attributed to the argument. The analogy with the practice of the pontifical
chancellery was thus very pointed and urgent: it is the same custom that the
holy pontiff uses to confirm his letters with his seal: "...so Christ, having
recognized the teaching of Saint Francis as his own, affixed the seal of his

stigmata to his body, and thereby irrevocably confirmed his teaching."" F{is

conclusion was thus expected: "consequently, anyone who doubts that the

doctrine and Rule of Saint Francis are a most perfect way to reach eternal
life, when these have been confirmed by such great signs, must be

exceedingly hard of heart."'n

The eminence of the gift of the stigmata received by Francis not
only certified the salvific character of the Order that follows his teachings
but also attests to the intangibility of the Rule which, together with the
stigmata, Christ recognizes as His own. Bonaventure knows, however, that
there were many who, for various reasons, doubted the reality of the

" Sern.o V, p. 796.

'*D. Flood, Hugh ,f Digne's
Bonaventurianum )GV (Grottaferrata: Editiones
Aquas, 1979), pp.94 and 194ff.

"Ser*n Vrp.796.
'nseryna V, p.797 .

Ruk Commentary, Spicilegrum
collegii s. Bonaventurae ad Claras
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stigmata. Thus, in the course of the sermon he gives specific attention to a
list of numerous witnesses, authorities and saints, who verifii their presence
on the body of Francis." fn his attempt to demonstrate their necessity
together with their exceptional nature he also inserts their appearance in a

greater prospective that reaffirms the exceptional significance of the virtues
of Francis in the picrure of God's providential design and the needs of His
Church-themes which Bonaventure joins at the conclusion of the sermon.'*
The stigmata were in fact demanded by the providential design of God who
wished to make Francis a fisher of men and the leader of "those who imitate
Christ perfectly. Therefore, he handed over to him FIis own ensign, namely,
the marks of the Crucified Lord." They were demanded by the needs of the
Church, already operating in a time in which iniquity reigns and in which
the signs of the Passion of the Lord-signs of piety and merry that are able
to inflame charity-had to be opposed. They were also demanded by the
"eminence" of the virtue of Francis who established his foundation on an
ardent love of the Crucified. From this point of view the stigmata
constituted the visible manifestation of the extraordinary force of that love
that was able to transform the beloved into the lover: as, in fact, the love of
the Crucified burned "excellently and wondrously" in the mind of Francis;
thus the Crucified "in the form of a Seraph" visibly appeared to his eyes,
burned him with burning love, and engraved his marks in his limbs."

The theme of the progressive conformation/transformation of
Francis to Christ, already dealt with much more modestly in Franciscan
hagiography, here finds its most complete formulation. The threats that the
Order faced necessitated that it must present the excellence and absolute
intelligibility that the Rule of its founder derived from being in realiry the
work of Christ. The concern, the literature, and the tradition in terrns of
asceticism and mystical contemplation of the experience of the stigmata
were expressions brought about by the love of Francis for the Cruiified
Christ. The stigmata thus assumed a double significance and offered a

nvofold indication to the whole Church to the extent that it intended to
inspire it by the religious experience of Francis. On one hand, regarding the
sign placed by Christ himself on the Rale, which in a certain sense was
marked as His work, consecrated and magnified the excellence of the
Minorite Order and constiruted an explicit and resounding denial to those
who placed its character in debate. On the other hand, it represents the
culmination of the internal religious journey of Francis, fundamentally

" Serrrro V, pp. 797ff.

'rSerrno V, pp.798ff.
"'Serrilo V, p.799.
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understood as the exceptional mystical experience of his encounter/
identification with Christ.

In the Soul's Joarney into God, written not by chance at La Verna
where he sought out "a place of quiet and desiring to find there peace of
spirit,"*' Bonaventure precisely develops this second aspect. The vision of
the Seraph and the stigmatization are arranged as a kind of a visual symbolic
slmthesis of a journey that, inspired by the example of Francis, "truly
spiritual" men must complete in order to reach the same transformation and
the same ecstatic rapture. In fact, the six wings of the Seraph "can rightly be

taken to symbolize the six levels of illumination by which, as if by steps or
stages, the soul can pass over to peace through ecstatic elevations of
Christian wisdom."*' But the stigmata also bring to mind that only a.

"burning love of the Crucified" allows one to complete such a journey.*'

Bonaventure presents the synthesis in the Soul's Journey of the
literature that deals with the stigmata on the body of Francis that he had
already offered in the Sermon of 1255-the ardent love of the Crucified
Christ so "absorbed the soul of Francis that his spirit shone through his flesh
when two years before his death he carried in his body the sacred stigmata of
the passion."*' Ffowever, in making the experience of Francis on La Verna
the culmination of his progressive identification to the Crucified Christ and
at the same time the model of ascetical mysticism with God* he removes its
character-or more precisely he places the question of the sanctity of
Francis in terms that focus on the secret and ineffable journey of mysticism
to the loss of the messy, bump/, and difficult events of history.a5

This, together with the interpretation and reflections on the
experience of La Verna-and more generally the reading of the religious
journey of Francis-that was increasingly stripped of its historical element,
truly finds its fuIl and complete expression in the Major Lrfr.I do not intend
to, nor can I, repeat here a detailed analysis of the Major Life and the central
place in which the experience of La Verna occupies in it. Berween the
grandiose prologue that provides an overview of the various figures that

*'Bonaventure, hinerarium m.entis in Deum, Prologus, 2, in Id., Opuscoli

teologici/l, Sancti Boneaentarae Opera,V/l (Rome: Citti nuova, 1993), p. 498. For the
."pp-o.t of Bonaventure with La Verna, even though he forces some issues, consult A.
Ridolfi, "s.Bonaventura e Ia Verna," La Wrna 11 (1913 123-149.

*'hinerarium.,prologae 3, p. 499 mdVII,3, p. 565.

"Itinerarium., prologae 3, p. 499.
* hinerarium, prologle 3, p. 499.
* Itinerarium,, YII, 3 -6, pp. 5 65 -69.
*'In this regard consult Dalarun, The Misad.uentu.re, pp. 254-255.
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announce and sum up the salvific mission of Francis, culminating with the
angel of the sixth seal "bearing the seal of the living God,"* and chapter
XI[, that presents Francis burning with love for the Christ Crucified and
rewarded on La Verna by the signs that express the po\iler of that love, runs
an uninterrupted t}read in the account that strives to illustrate the
significance and appearance of the work of Francis. This is done against a
backdrop of an ascetical journey of a progressive assent to the mystery of
God in which the stigmata constitute the precise expression and
demonstration of its conclusion. The various stages of the presence of the
Cross in the life of Francis, already collected by Thomas in his Treatise, ue
repeated and presented once again in a powerful synthesis that covers a

double itinerary*': the ascent of Francis in his desire to be conformed to
Christ (Christo conforruiter aiaere) and the descent of Christ towards Francis
by a gradual disclosure of His cosmic status and a reoffering of salvation-a
right that is reserved only to Him. The facts of Bonaventure's legend-
which consists and greatly relies on material offered by preceding
hagiographers (some would even say that he is totally dependent on these
accounts)-were selected, repositioned, and modified to take into account
this exceptional journey that remains unique and unrepeatable in its
substance. The life lived by Francis is no longer presented as an integral
experience that needs to be followed on a collective level or as an experience
of a whole group. However it totally reassumes an illustration of the steps
that those who wish to imitate Christ in their "actions" must "be conformed
to him in the affliction and sorrow of his passion"*' so that they can "be
totally transformed into the likeness of Christ crucified."n'

In his discourse Bonaventure shows that the distance between
Francis and his Order gradually increased while at the same time he strongly
reaffirms the ties, the strict dependence, that bound the Minors to their
founder: one element of the distance berween the two is revealed in the
absolute uniqueness of the mission of announcing salvation to the whole of
humanity to which Francis was called by the providence of God.
Bonaventure never uses in this regard the expression alter Christus.
Flowever, the terminology in which Francis' mission is presented, especially
in the context of the seraphic vision and the stigmatiz2lion-xnd of the

*.FA,ED 2; Bonaventure, Legmda maior S.Francisci, prologus, l-3, in
Analecta Franciscana, p. 557ff. A wonderful analysis of the prologue is offered by L.
Pellegrini, "I1 ruolo "profetico" di Francesco d'Assisi sincronica del prologo della
"Legenda maior," Laurentianum 2 6 ( 1 985) 3 6l -9 5 .

"LMt)ilII,9-lo.*'LMi)ilII,2.
o'LMi)ilII, 

3.
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image of the angel who "carries the seal of the living God,"t" clearly springs
from this direction. The following generations of Minors, even in the midst
of their various alterations, gradually developed this idea more fully.
Flowever, the identity of the Order for Bonaventure finds its reason for
existence in the unattainable holiness of its founder, in the observance of the
Rule that he left, and in the faithful actualization of the obligation of
translating his mission into the daily pastoral and apostolic work in the
Church and in society.

The theological and spiritual reflection of Bonaventure on the
experience of La Verna and the fact of the stigmata constitutes an obligatory
passage for all of the following elaboration that however brea[<s, in a sense,

the equilibrium between the various themes that he tries to focus on.
Bonaventure's reflection neither accentuates nor forces one or another
theme that, in diverse and various ways, either emphasizes or supports the
growing internal difficulties and confrontations of the Order and its
observance of the Rule-rhat by the end of the 13'n century and the first
decades of the 14'h century would explode into even more dramatic
fractures.t' These are historical events that we certainly do not have to
discuss here. It is sufficient to mention that the events of La Verna gave life
to the contrasting issues and remained central in the reflections and
theological-spiritual elaborations of both sides. The assimilation of Francis
to the figure of Christ in the vision on La Verna was progressively
accentuated by both sides and he gradually replaced the Seraph as the
principal character in a number of the accounts. This process took place
over a long period of time and gave rise to a number of pedantic
enumerations-or innumerous accounts-of the "conformities" of Francis
and Christ in the 14'h century and culminated in the ponderous compilation
offered by Bartholomew of Pisa.

During the height of the conflict berween the Spirituals and the
Community the extreme exaltation of the figure of Francis, which vlas a

t"LMiKII, 10.
t'Gratien de Paris, Hiaoire de la fondation, Pp. 378ff. Consult also a

bibliography much more developed in A. Frugoni, "Celestiniana," Stud.i storici 6-7
(1955J iOff.; R. Manselli, "La Lectura super Apocalipsim. di Pietro di Giovanni Olivi.
Ricerche sull'escatologismo medioevale," Studi storici 1,9-21 (1955); G. L. Potesti,
Storia ed escatologia in (Jbertino da Casale (Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 1980); R.
Lambertini and A. Tabarrori, Dopo Francesco, pp.77ff; D. Burr, "Olivi e la poverti
francescana. Le origini della controversia sull'arus pauper," Fonti e ricercbe 4 (1992)
(English edition 1989); G. L. Potesti, "Angelo Clareno, dai p_oreri eremiti ai

fraticelli," Nuoai studi storici 8 (Roma: Istituto Storico per il Medioevo, 1990); A.
Tabarroni, "Paupertas Cbristi et Apoaolorum.: L'ideale francescano in discussione (1322-
1324)," Nuoai rtudi aorici 5 (Rome: Istituto storico per il medioevo, 1990).
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natural result of this focus on this assimilation, was also common for both
parties-however, the consequences of Francis' assimilation to Christ was
interpreted radically differently according to the viewpoints that both sides
maintained: for the Spirituals it was the reason to denounce decadence and
at the same time to exalt the task of the "litde flock" that wished to remain
faithful to the teaching of Francis; on the other hand, for the Cornmunity it
constituted the confirmation of the greatness of the Order that was able to
boast of such a founder and of such heights of holiness-it was confirmed by
Divine assistance and even with weaknesses, difficulties, and mistakes that
are never absent from the lives and works of men its growth and
development is not impeded.

In a comprehensive evaluation of the hagiographicaVtheological
reflection of the stigm*ta and the events of La Verna, I believe that one is
able to say that its central elements on one hand correspond to the will to
reveal the exceptional nature of the sanctity of Francis, repeating, even with
significant variations, what Elias and Thomas of Celano had already
detailed. On the other hand, they increasingly became a function of the
defense or exaltation of the Order by one group (the Community) and used
at the same time by another group (the Spirituals) who intended to stay
faithful to the founder and to his Rate.In sum, there was an instrumental use
of the stigmata both in the external battles that the Order waged and in
those which were stimulated and emphasized by its own internal struggles.

Only in partial connection with these goals and with the situations
of difficulty and tensions that provoked this crisis, other aspects
norwithstanding, the integral elements of the account and their
consequences progressively emerge in the memory and history of the
Minors. The very enormity of the miracle, as has already been noted, always
calls for new details and blesses and sanctifies the place in which it occurred,
marked as it is by the signs and events that give meaning to that blessed stay
of Francis.

The papal bulls of the 1250s already speak of "the holy mountain of
La Verna,"" and the construction of a church and other sites on it, as was

called for in the bull of Innocent fV on November 17, 125A, in which the
Pontiff invites the faithful to help in their completion with "pious alms and

other helps of charity" and conceded a forty-day indulgence to benefactors. "
Just a few weefts later, in order to stimulate visits to the "holy mountain" of

"Cf- S- Mencherini, Codice diplomatico della Wrna e dclle SS. Stim,mate di
S.Francesco d'Assisi nel Wl centenario del gran prodigio,Fuenze 1924, pp. 14-16.

t'Moncherini, pp. I4ff.
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the blessed Francis, the same Pontiff conceded a similar indulgence to those
carried out the work on the occasion of its feast.t*

These were only the first signs of an increasing sancti$ring of La
Verna and its various sites: it was not by chance that, in the solemn opening
of the bull that places La Verna under his protection, Alexander fV recalled

that the praise and glory of Francis are calling everyone "with reverent
solicitude" "to discern all of the same steps, hidden admonitions and caveffrs

of the earth,...and to perceive and reverently venerate every discovery."tt

The highest point in this process is found in the pages of The Deeds of Blessed

Francis and His Companions,tn ir.the Considerations of the Stigmata,t' and in the
work of Bartholomew of Pisa which contain the most articulated and, in
many ways, the definitive systemization of the varied elements that formed
the exceptional sanctity of that holy mountain: a place that was predisposed

to welcome the stigmatization of Francis from the time of the Passion of
Christ, as is demonstrated by its enormous rocks that were split by the
event.s' ft is "certainly unique" in that it welcomed and summed up in itself
the marvelous facts of an event that the mountains of the Old and New
Testaments prefiguredlt' the "mons angelorum" (mountain of the angels),

that even the angels themselves wished to reclaim.o"

Also, in the middle of the 13'h century a parallel episode, that the
hagiographic memory claimed to have taken place on La Verna in relation
to the Lent that Francis spent there, was becoming better known. This
concerned the birds that would gather around the cell of Francis

announcing in advance with their songs the great consolation with which the
Lord would overwhelm him.o' This account, present in the so-called Legend

of Peragia in a brief and partial recollection of the stay of Francis on La
Verna, was taken up again by Bonaventure in the Major Life ar..d was situated

'*Moncherini, p. 16.
ttMoncherini, p. 16.
tnFA'ED, 3; Actas beati Francisci et sociorum eius, ed. P. Sabatier, in Colleaion

d'itudes et de docum.ents,TV (Paris 1902), pp. 30-39.
t'Deile sante istimate di santo Francesco e d,elle loro condiderazioni, in Fonti

Francescane (Padua: Edizioni Francescane, 1980), pp. 1577 -L624.
t'Bartholomew of Pisa, De conformitate uitae beati Francisci ad uitam' d'om'ini

Iesu, in Analecta Franciscana, V (Quaracchi-Firen zn l9l2), p. 3 8 7.
t'Bartholomew of Pisa, p. 388.
o"De 

conforntitate, in Analecta franciscana, IV (Quaracchi-Firenze, 1906), p'

519, and V, p. 388.
o'Cf. R. Brooks, Scripta Leanis, Rufini et Angelt, sociorum sancti Francisci,93

(Oxford: Oxford University Piess, 1970), pp. ZSZtt. [Assisi Compilation 118, FA:ED 2,

pp.226-227 .l
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at the moment of the arrival Francis and his companions.n' Bonaventure also

situated the episode of the falcon who took care of the sleep of Francis and

who became friendly with him on La Verna-this was clearly adapted from

the account of Thomas of Celano in the Vita Seconda, however he places it
only "in quadam eremo" (in a certain hermitage).0'

These are processes of a re-systemization and localization of the

episodes of the life of Francis that present different times and diverse

rhythms. For example, the location of the miracle of Francis making water

flow from a rock in order to quench the thirst of a poor farmer. who was

accompanying him with his ass remains unclear for all of the 13* century:

both fot -ih"mas of Celano and for Bonaventure this event takes place "ad

quadam eremo" (at a certain hermitage).n* The "Finding of Mount La

terna" in The Deeds of Blessed Francis and His Cornpanioas, which deals with
the journey that Francis made to the mountain, ignores it. However with the

Considerations of the Stigmata and with Bartholomew of Pisa it is tied with the

ascent of Francis of La Verna.ot

We could say that this process was expected: the centrality of La

Verna in the religious journey of Francis attracted to itself that which the

original memoriei of his tife had left uncertain and imprecise' FIowever, that

rr-. centrality increased the demand to know more, to be able to say more

about those events that had occurred. The dissatisfaction for many things

that the Vita prima of Thomas of Celano had left unsaid or had left wrapped

up in mystery was clearly expressed in De adaentu f'om? minorunt' in

ingliam iConiernlng tbe Corning of the Friars Minor to 
-England).of 

Thomas of
Eclleston.on Particularly the words that the Seraph had said to ensnare

Francis aroused curiosity and questions that needed to be satisfied' fu has

been noted, the Vita prirna seems ignorant in this regard and limits itself the

vision of the Seraph-unlike the chartula of Leo that found on the opposite

side of his alloat'ti, (cot solrtion). Thomas of Eccleston refers to second-hand

accounts that couli be attributed to Leo and Rufino, that is to say to two of
the companions of Francis. Curiously, when these two accounts are

n'L}./rivIII, lo.
n'2c 168.
orzc 46;3c 15; LMivII, 12.
ot 

Deile sante istim.ate, PP. I 5 83 ff; D e conform'itate, [1, p' 3 8'
*Thirteenth Century Cbronicles, trans. P' Hermann (Chicago: Franciscan

Herald Press, 1961); Tractalrus [r. Thutnae aalgo dicti de Eccleston de adamtu ?fyf
;;;r;;*. in Angliai, ed. A.G."Little, Colkction d'6tudu et de d'oat'ments,YIl (Paris'

iq09l, pp. qlff;b. Schmucki, "De sancti Francisci Assisensis stigmatum susceptione'

Oirqirit'i'ai" historico-critica luce testimoniorum saeculi )C[II," Collectanea franciscana

34 (t964 40tf.
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juxtaposed they are totally contradictory: according to what Leo relates
many things were revealed to Francis that have yet to be revealed to living
souls-this is lacking in the account of Thomas of Celano; the exact
opposite is contained in the account of Rufino, according to which the angel
had said to Francis, "quod ordo suus duraret usque ad finem mundi, et
nullus malae voluntatis diu durare posit in ordine, et quod nullus odiens
ordinem diu viveret, et quod nullus veraciter amans ordinem suum malum
finem habereL"n'

These promises and assurances were not insubstantial, but even
here we find ourselves only at the beginning of a long process. Berween the
end of the 13'h century and the first decadei of the 14F century the "arcana
verba" (secret words) of the Seraph or even those that Christ might have
said to Francis on La Verna-especially as they dealt with the Order itself,
its destiny, and the prerogative of salvation for its members-became an
common topic of discussion and conflict among the Minors.o' Other sites
and circumstances in the life of Francis and of the Order that vindicated
these revelations were also cherished and scrutinized.

The Finding of Mount La Wrna in The Deeds of Blexed Francis
appears to collaborate the original authenticity of the account and closes
with this celebrated sequence: "Brother James de Massa received this
account from the mouth of Brother Leo, and Brother Ugolino of Monte
Sante Maria had it from the mouth of this BrotherJames, and I, the writer,
had it from the mouth of Brother Ugolino. AII of t}ese men v/orrhy of trust
in all things."o' It is an indisputable attestation of the constant intrigue of the
oral memory of the Minors: an intrigue that was, in part, tied up with the
travails of the difficulties faced by the Order-that was constantly focused

n'Roughly 
translated: The angel said that the "Order would last to the end

of the world, that no one can unwillingly persevere for long in the Order, that no
one who hates the Order would live a long life, and that no one who truly loves the
Order would have a bad end."

n*Regarding this tradition consult Stanislao da Campagnola, "Gli spirituali
umbri," in Chi erd.no gli Eirituali, Societi internazionale di studi francescani, Atti del
III convegno internazionale (fusisi: Societa internazionale di studi francescani, t976>,
pp. 89ff - expanded and enriched in "Dai "viri spirituales" di Gioacchino da Fiore ai
"fratres spirituates" di Francesco d'Assisi. Una tipologia religiosa," in Stanislao da
Campagnola, Francesco e franceseanesim.o nelta societd XIil-XIV (Assisi: Edizioni
Porziuncola, 1999), pp. l77tf. For some echoes of this preaching regarding the
future of the Order in the sermons of the Minors-without express references to the
revelation at I-l Verna, cf. N. B6riou, "Saint Frangois, premier prophEte de son
ordre, dans les sermons du )ilII' sidcle," Mdlanges de l'Ecole frangaise de Rom.e lA?
(tee0) s42.

"" Actus, p. 39. (DBF IX, 7 1).
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on resolving them by turning back to its own history and rethinking and
reflecting on them in light of its own origins.

A detailed overview of the presumed link of the record in The
Finding of Mount La Wrna does not offer any guarantee of the historicity of
the narrated events. Not very much different from that link is the testimony
that claims to emerge from the four revelations that the Seraph imparted to
Francis: "These four were revealed by the Angel of God to the Blessed
Francis, and the Blessed Francis to Brother Rufino, Brother Rufing to
Brother Leo, and Brother Leo to Peter of Theukesbury, and that same Peter
brought them forth in a provincial chapter.""' In the case of Tbe Finding of
Mount La Vema I would be inclined to believe that, for the most part, the
various parts of the account are the fruit of a gathering of the episodes and
encounters of Francis around La Verna that, beginning with the feast of the
knights at the castle at San Leo, remain for a long time more or less

uncertain and of doubtful classification. It is also well to add that, even
though the patrimony of the oral memory came first and was later translated
into the written tradition, not everything was the fruit of an amplification or
a rwisting of the legends. There are facts about the life of Francis that were
recorded for the first time by Bartholomew of Pisa which can be sustained
with a firm historical foundation-such as, I would be inclined to believe,
regarding the conversion of the famous thief who became Brother Agnello
della Verna and who, with evident allusion to his sordid past, would later be
presented as Brother Wolf-but perhaps this is due also to a contamination
with other accounts from Franciscan hagiography that is not easy to
discern."

If the facts of the ancient past were constandy revisited and
enriched inside the Order in function of both the present and to maintain
some kind of assurance for the future-and the events of La Verna
consdruted an inexhaustible mine in this regard-there were also exigencies
and demands more specifically devotional in nature and which were strictly
connected to the orgarizatron of the liturgy and to the cult. From this point
of view the uncertainty surrounding the precise day in which the apparition
of the Seraph and the stigmatization took place was not acceptable and
needed to be more secure. The oldest sources offer no satisfaction. Thomas
of Celano in the Vita Prima was relatively generic in his description and

""'De secretis beato Francisco revelatis," in Analecta Franciscana, III,
Quaracchi-Firenze 1897, p. 646.

"De conforrnitate,N, pp. 110, 443, 562;Y. p. 142 (for Agnello della Verna);
Mariano da Firenze, Dialogo del sacro m.onte, pp. 37-41 (for Bro. Wolf). Cf. also A.
Agnelli, "Il sasso di fra Lupo (tradizione e storia)," La Wma 1 I (1913) 3 50-3 54.
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placed the event "two years" before the death of Francis." Apparently he did
not believe that he had to add any more details about this in Tlte Treatise on

the Miracles." On rJrre chartah Leo indicates the dates of the stay of Francis
on La Verna as taking place between August 15 and September 29, but he is
silent about the day of the vision and of the stigmatization.'n Bonaventure
expounds on the event a bit more, but even he remains imprecise and writes
that it took place "on a certain morning about the feast of the Exaltation of
the Cross."" Because this was not satisfactoy, and in order to know more
about the event, recourse was made to private visions and revelations. In
1282 the Minister General of the Order, Bonagrazia da Bergamo, entrusted
the provincial of Tuscany, Filippo da Perugia, to investigate "diligently the
day and the hour in which the sacred stigmata \ rere impressed on the body
of the Blessed Francis."'o The extraordinary visions of a lay brother, "of a

wonderful proven life of piety," obtained the desired result and definitively
fixed the date of the vision of the Seraph to September L4." The visions
were thoroughly recorded in the Instru,n ent'u,rn de stigrnatibas beati Francisci

that was compiled in Florence on October 3,1282.

The history of the wonders which were used to render witness to
the events of La Verna certainly does not end here-nor did the search for
revelations of the facts that could gradually be extracted from the event. I
will not pursue here the development of the ever more lavish iconography of
the miraculous episode.'* However, I believe that the height of this incessant
flowering merits some attention. The very mystery, that shrouded the vision
of the Seraph and the stigmata from the beginning, created a sense of
pregnant expectancy around the event-a potentiality of questions that
search for and solicit clarity about the future. Thomas of Celano had already
revealed the following in his Reruembrance: the meaning of the event and

Francis' experience of it can not be fully known because "what is revealed by

"lc94.
"3c +.

'rChartula, p.92.
"LII4j)(III, 3; also see VIII, 10 and IX, 3.
T6"Instrumentum de stigmatibus beati Francisci," Analeaa Franciscana, lII,

Quarcchi-Firenze, t897, p. 641 This notification is also recorded in Cbronica WIV
generalium ordinis m,inorum., p. 3 7 4.

" Instrum'entum,, pp. 641-45 (in particular p. 643).

'*The most complete presentation in this regard can be found in C.
Frugoni, Francesco e l'inaeizione delle stimm.ate. Una storia p1r parole_! ,Ymfgi"i-fr"o-!
BonZuentura e Giono (Torino: Einaudi, 1993), in particolar pp. 203tr. Cf. also K.
Kriiger, "A Saint to be Looked at The Image of St. Francis in Thirteenth-Century
Panel Paintings," Greyfriars Reaimt 16 (2000) ll9-143.
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him draws understanding and purpose from the furure. It will be true and

worthy of faith, to which nature, law and grace will be witnesses."" The
Deeds of Blessed Francis reports this concept even more clearly and attributes
it to Francis himself: "Why these sacred stigmata had been impressed on
Saint Francis has not become entirely clear. But as Francis himself said to
his companions, this great mystery is being put off for the future.""' An
analogous idea is also present in the Insnarnenturn of L289 in which Francis,
after recounting how the Lord marked him with the stigmata, is reported as

stating the following:

And some secret words the Lord spoke to me, that up to this time have not
been revealed to men. Nevertheless it is nearing the time in which they will
be revealed because the Order and the friars have a greater need.*t

The exceptional nature of the miracle prompts questions and awaits

a clarity that, because the history of the event found difficult to explain,
becomes even more urgent in the present. It could be said that the process

was thus upside down. The Minorite hagiography did not know or was

unable to view the history, situations, and the facts that gave definitive shape

to the event. To a great extent it had erased these elements and positioned
the vision and the stigmatization exclusively as a point of arrival of an

individual and extraordinary journey of perfection-thus disembodying the
lived experience from its context and situating it as something consumed
and resolved totally in a vertical dimension in the rapport berween Francis
and Christ. Flowever, a few decades later it was the concern of the Order to
set out to find an explanation and aid in the event-something that could
only be rcalized by uncovering the very elements that had previously been
ignored. Thus, there \ ras an attempt to enter into the seraphic vision to
extract the revelations and words that were connected to a reassuring
guarantee for the Order and for its members. In this way the circuit closes.

But the mystical solution prevails on both sides as the exclusive narrative key
that is irreparably veiled, if not totally removed, from and not subject to the
facts history. I have already mentioned this at the beginning: the grandiose
construction of the episodes, revelations, and miracles surrounding that
Lent on La Verna produced by the hagiography and Minorite apologetic,
while precious in individualizing and collecting some features of the nature
of the identity and orientation of the Minois between the 13'n and t4'n

centuries, is extremely poor in providing data and valid facts regarding the

"'2c203.
'"DBF Ix, 70.
, Instrum.entam., p. 644
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history of Francis. It is up to a patient work of critical discernment and to a

piecing together of the facts-of reading berween the lines, of recovering
the allusions and admissions that are scattered here and there, without,
however, falling into the anachronistic suggestions of the later difficulties of
the Minors-to uncover the importance and solidity of the event.

2. It is not clear when Francis and the other members of the
fraternity began to alternate their apostolic itineraries with shorter or longer
periods of retreats in mountainous solitude in order to meditate and pray.
This tendenry was already more or less established by the early 1220s, as the
Rale far Herrnitages appears to clearly attest.'2 Ffowever, it was only after this
that it became a real and proper component of the Order as an alternative to
the path of the pastoral work in the cities: the parable concerning Brother
Giles is a clear example of this. According to Thomas of Celano Francis
alternated his apostolic efforts with periods of prayer in solitary places." As I
have already pointed out, all of the oldest sources mention La Verna only in
relation to the Lent in the later part of the summer of 122+ as a stay that was
planned ahead of time-along with some particulars such as the cells made
of branches.'* Little can be added to this unless one would like to rurn to
later accounts that are not historically reliable.

The Lent at La Verna and the events that occurred there can thus
be situated in the last years of Francis' [ife. These are certainly an integral
part of the Saint's life story. The authenticiry of the event is obvious.
However, at the same time it poses a problem that is not easy to remedy
because the information that the sources contain is not extensive. Thomas of
Celano in the Vita Prirna, contrary to the position he enunciates in the
prologue of the legend, is deliberately selective in the things that he chooses
to record-this is clear in the comment he makes in the Second Book: "we
intend to note only those things that seem more important so that those

*'RH, FA:ED, 1; "Opuscula sancti patris Francisci Assisiensis," in K. Esser,
ed., Biblioteca francescana ascetica Medii aeui, )oI, Grottaferrata (Roma) 1978, pp.
295ff . Regarding the text of this work consult the persuasive work of J. Dalarun,
"Franqois d'fusise ou le pouvoir en question. Principe ser modalit6s du
gouvernement dans l'ordre des FrEres mineurs," Bibliothiquq fur, Moyen Age,15 (Paris-
Brnxelles, 1999), pp. 32ff. fFrancis of Assisi and Pmaer (St. Bonaventure: Franciscan
Institute Publications, 2007]. For the general situation of both the relation of the
eremitical movement to the Order and for its later development cf. G.G. Merlo, Tra
erem.o e cini. Srudi tu Francesco d.',*sisi e rul francescanesimo med.ieaale (Assisi: Soceiti
internzationale di studi francescani, 1991), pp. Tlff and pp. 1 l lff.

"lC 91: "It was his custom to divide the time given to him to merit gmce
and, as seemed best, to spend some of it to benefit his neighbors and use the rest in
the blessed solitude of contemplation."

**AC 
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who wish to say more about them may always find something to add."" The
other biographers present a number of scattered episodes and numerous

singular fragments, but these do not fill in the lacuna. However, one has to
work with the fragmentary material, to evaluate the retiability of each piece,

and to fit them into the total picture. The combination or amalgamation of
scattered fragments is always a dangerous operation-without serious

examination it is risky to impose a coherent succession of events on elements

that are, by their very nature, abstract and arbitrary.

Franciscan historiographers have written a lot about these aspects-
dividing themselves into various camps in an unending battle.*n I have also

written about this." However, I have to largely repeat myself and these

others here. Without being too excessive I would, nevertheless, like to
briefly highlight and bring to the forefront a question surrounding these last

y€ars of Francis. This specifically deals with the place of the stigmata-
about which Chiara Frugoni maintains that a rwofold tradition in the

sources can be distinguished. She maintains that one part of the tradition,
which can be traced to Elias, writes about the stigmatization as a factual

event-one that is physically perceptible and interprets it by forcing the

conviction that the wounds that covered Francis as a result of his illnesses

are, in fact, a reappearance of the wounds of the crucified Christ. The other
part of the tradition is represented by Leo, who clearly distinguishes the

vision of the Seraph and the stigmatization as two separate events and who

speaks about the later event in a metaphorical sense-thus recalling the text

of Grlrtians 6:17, in which the stigmata of the Lord were evoked in a

spiritual sense and not in a physica[ one.**

*tlc 
88.

116Flor an overview of these disputes cf. Stanislao da Campagnola, Le origini

francescane com.e prablems storiografico (Perugia: Pubblicazioni dggli.Istituti di storia

della facolti di fettere e filosJfiq 197+), in particular pP. l69ff; the contributions
collected in the volume Gli stadi francescani dal dopoguerra ad oggt, Atti del convegno

di snrdio, Firenze, 5-7 novembrei990, a cura di F. Santi (Spoleio: Centro Italiano di

Studi suli'Alto Medioevo, lgg3), and C. Dolcini, "Francesco d'fusisi e la storiog-Ilfa
degli ultimi vent'anni: problemi di metodo," tn Frate Francesco d'Assisi, Atti del )O([
CJo',r"grro internazionale, Assisi, t4-16 ottobre 1993 (Spoleto:Centro Italiano di
studi sull'alto medioevo,1994), pp. 5-25.

*"'La storia religiosa," in Storia d'halia, vol. II, Dalk ca/ut9'--dell'Impero

rnm.a.no al secoh XVIII (forino: Einaudi, t974>, in particolar pp' 748ft Francesco

d.'Assisi, pp. 72ff and 198ff; Considerazioni salle stirnm'a'te, pp-' 35ff'.A systematic

or.*i"# Lf *r" problems connected with the final years of Francis and of the

stigmata is offerid by G.G. Merlo, Intonto a {rate Francesco (Milan: Edizioni
biblioteca francescan a, 1993j, pp. 1 3 I - I 56.

"Cf. C. Frugoni, Francesco e l'inaentione delle stimtaate,-i.n particolar pp' 51-

104, and Vita di un oim'0, Francesco d'Assisi (Torino: Einaudi, 1995), pp.119-42'
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I do not believe that, based on the testirnony offered by the original
sources (such as the enryclical letter of Elias, the Vita Prima of Thomas of
Celano, and the annotations of Leo on the chartala of fusisi), this diversity
of perceptions can be demonstrated. Thus a rwofold tradition does not exist.
The diversity of the details and the representations are obvious and easily
explained and all lead to the heart of a singular perception and a singular
announcement: the wounds present on the body of Francis corresponded to
those of the Crucified Christ. Regarding this I rurn to an analysis of the
sources that was conducted three years ago during a meeting in fusisi.*'The
conclusion was inevitable: every serious historian must take note of the
unitary nature of the testimony. Those who saw the body of Francis with
their own eyes report that they experienced a totally special event that had
been unheard of until that time. If this was the judgment of the witnesses,
which was taken as a point of fact and corresponded to their subjective
persuasion, one is not able to avoid another question. Did Francis actually
experience this in his life? An absolutely affirmative and definire response is
impossible through the use of the tools of historical criticism. In order to be
able to give a definite answer the direct testimony of Francis has to be taken
into consideration. AII the same, if the tools of historical and literary
criticism are used faithfully it would be illegitimate to deny or doubt the
event since this would lack a firm connection to the primary sources. From
this point of view this would seem ro be the fruit of some sort of
unconscious prejudice. The position of those who would tend to deny the
event cannot be sustained with a direct rational explanation. Therefore, in
respect to this guev, I believe that one needs to respond that the character
of the testimony disposes us to say that it is highly probable that the event
\ ras something that Francis actually experienced. This is even more the case
if one considers the novelty of the event and the fact that its very nature lies
outside the norm and far from customary hagiographical models. These
make it difEcult to think that it was the result of misunderstanding,
misinterpretation, or that the witnesses exaggerated their accounts. Based on
this we need to begin to try to grasp, at least in part, the significance of that
experience and to situate it within the fabric of the situations and
relationships that Francis lived through during the last years of his life.

It is obvious that the stigmata recall the experience of the Cross,
that is, of the supreme sacrifice of the abandoning of one's own will into the
hands of Father. In the Earlier Exhortation to the Brotbers and Sisters of
Penance"" Francis invokes this act of Christ, an act that assumes the value of

r"Considerazioni 
sulle stimm.ate, pp. 13ff.

'"lLtF; Opuscala,p. 1 16.
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an example and that results as an alternative and antithesis to that
appropriation of one's own will that was the root of the sin of the first man:''
this is an appropriation of one's own will and signifies for Francis an

exaltation of oneself "over the good the Lord says and does in him.""

Here is the fundamental key with which Francis read the entire
earthly experience of Christ-which began with that incredible act of the

fncarnation that overhrrns human conditions and logic ("though he was

rich, he wished, together with the Blessed Virgin, His mother, to choose

poverty in the world beyond all else")" and concluded with the handing over
of Himself and His self wilt in the embrace of Cross. Thus it is here, in this
way of being and feeling radically opposed to the logic and comportment
that was dominate among men, that is found the profound nucleus or the
critical base for the fotlowing of the footprints of Christ that Francis chose

for himself and his followers.'* We constantly find this theme reproduced in
a series of multiple variants in Francis' writings, his admonitions, and his

addresses to his friars-but also in the concrete attitudes that are delineated

in his writings. The alternative choice to the criteria, comPortment, and

logic that was prevalent in the ordinary life of men is an element that
characterizes the Letter to a Minister, the Adrnonitioas, his characterization of
Trae and Perfen |oy, and the Salutation of Virtues,just to name a few. It is not
by chance that Francis characterizes his own conversion (when he "began to
do penance") as the turning around of his way of being and feeling that
determined his reaction to the lepers-who seemed the most repellent and

horrible things that could exist in the eyes of the world. He reports that "the
Lord Himself led me among them and I showed mercy to them. And when I
left them, what had seemed bitter to me was turned into sweetness of soul

and body.""

"Following the footprints of Christ" consisted for Francis in
assuming for himself and his followers the conditions of the poor of his

time-in this way reproducing the path chosen by Christ in his Incarnation
and which he repeats daily in the Eucharist. In this way he wished to give

witness to His message, with no other intention but to offer to men the sign

"'Admonition 2, in Opuscula, p. 62ff . Cf. also 2LtF 13, in which Francis states

that in his passion Christ left-"us an example that we might follow in his footprints'"

"Adm IL3.
"'2LtF 5.

'*For this aspect and for the observations that follow see, La lroposta
cristiana di Francesco d-',4ssisi, pp. 41tr, and "Gli Scritti di Francesco," in Francesco

d.'Assisi e il prim.o secoh di storii'frantescana (Torino: Einaudi, 1997), in particular pp'

s4ff.
"Test 3.
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of a perspective that flovrs frorn the "new signs of heaven and earth which
are great and extraordinary in the sight of God yet regarded as of little
importance by many religious and others."'n From this flows as well his
renouncement of seroing po*.t, security, and instruments of logic that
commonly concern men in the arrangement of their affairs or in the
affirmation of the Church and its hierarchy by society. Francis' Perfect Jay is

an explicit example of this point of view. For the Saint perfea joy did not lie
in the triumph of the Order, or in the triumph of the faith. Instead it came

from a serene acceptance of the condition of renunciation, marginalization,
and suffering that could even be inflicted by one's own brothers."

This is one aspect that I would like to clarifr. The direction that
Francis proposes for himself and for those who accompanied him was

different than that followed by the institutional Church, but there was no
desire in him to criticize the Church or to direcdy intervene in order to
change it. Francis saw himself as an instrument of the grace and the will of
the Lord-significantly the entire reflection of his journey of conversion and

his choice of life which he reveals in the Testarnent is marked by the "Lord
gave m€...," the "Lord revealed to me...," and is an eloquent witness to this
point. Francis and his followers gave testimony of the "vita evangelica" in
the midst of men but left it up to the Lord to make it work. To suggest or to
maintain that he wished to judge, condemn, or to reform the Church or to
reform society would entail that he appropriated his own wi[[ as the only
good and not the will of God. Regarding this point, for Francis the choice of
orthodoxy and his full submission to the Church of Rome were the natural
consequences of his way of understanding and proposing the evangelical life.
For him there was no contradiction berween these two aspects. fu he points
out in the Testan ent, it was the privilege of the Eucharist that the priests

"who lived according to the form of the holy Church of Rome" enjoyed that
provided the fundamental and sufficient reason for this choice.'*

Flowever, this does not mean that he renounced his desire to pursue

and to stay faithful to his unique project to follow the "vestigia Christi" (the

footprints of Christ). It was a very firm desire, expressed with strong and

insistent decisions: the *volo," "no[o," "praecipio firmiter," refer to
behaviors, attitudes, and acts to which he and his followers were called and

'ulLtCus l.
"I have analyzed this text in "Lfn'esperienza cristiana tra Vangelo e

istituzione," in Dalla siquela Christi di Francesco d',4ssisi all'apohgia della poaerti'' Atti
del XVII Convegno intlrnazionale,ls-20 ottobre 1990 (Spoleto: Centro Italiano di
studi sull'alto medioevo, 2008), pp. 1Off.

"Test 8.
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are sprinkled throughout his writings-even those following his resignation
as Minister General of the Order, and appear as a kind of obsessive
repetition even in the Testarnent It is enough to recall those lines regarding
work and the necessity of work that sound so incredible coming from a

d)^tg man. These lines manifest the measure even paradoxically of the
importance that Francis attributed to that aspect of his choice in life: "I
worked with my hands and wished to work."" Are we faced here with a

contradiction? Would all the pages regarding his claims of renouncing his
own will, on obedience, on humility, and on his choice of the poor and of
poverq/ as a universal submission and subjection result in a contradiction
and denial because of his supposed officious wish to impose a precise way of
being on his own brothers-an imposition of his own way of doing things on
the life of the brothers and on the organizafron of the Order? Jacque
Dalarun thinks that this is the case and has recendy written so in a

stimulating little book on the principles and procedures of the governance of
the Order of Minors.'*' There is no doubt that we are dealing with a hot
issue dealing with Francis' way of being and his plan for a Christian life, but
also more specifically of the crux, the stumbling block, that Francis and his
whole Order finds itself facing from the moment that the little initial group
began an ever greater and intense drive for recruitment. Dalarun has

uncovered this with his customary intelligence and insight. In my opinion,
the fundamental question is not in affirming or negating that contradiction
but in understanding how it can coexist and to what measure such different
behaviors can coexist in Francis.

The Christian plan of Francis regards himself and those who
decided to attach themselves to him. His awareness of the novelty of his
plan, in respect to his contemporary context, was very strong. His fervent
conviction that he was guided by an inspiration that came from God was
explicit:

And after the Lord gave me some brothers no one showed me what I had to
do, but the Most High Himself revealed to me that I should live according
to the pattern of the Holy Gospel.""

"Test 24.

"nJacques Dalarun, Frangois d',4ssise ou le pouaoir en question, pp. l lffand 20ff
lFrancis of .*sisi and Pwser [St. Bonaventure: Franciscan Institute Press, 20071.I have
discussed Delarun's claims more fully in "A proposito di un libro recente di Jacques
Delarun," Reuue Mabill.ut., Nouvelle s6rie, 10 G. 70) (1999) 309-2A.

t"'Test 
14.
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The Lord told me what He wanted: He wanted me to be a new fool in the
world."''

It is probable that Francis wished to retain the imprecise character
and modality of this inspiration while at the same time maintaining that it
admits of no replication or discussion."'' Both affirmations regard the choice
of the "pattern of the Holy Gospel." The first, contained in the Testament,
refers to the initial moment-to the first spontaneous formation-of the
group that shordy afterwards left for Rome to put their project under the
authority of the pope, and who approved it. The second arises from the
early 1220s when the definitive form of the Rule was discussed. This is
contained in a later text under the name of Wrba sancti Francisci and most
likely can be traced to Brother Leo."'* The narure and authenticity of the text
are certain. The strong presence of colloquial speech in the words of Francis
constitute an indirect confirmation that the recollection of the narrator
remains alive and that they were indelibly etched on his memory. The scene
of the gathering is dramatic. These words were heard from the mouth of
Cardinal Hugolino: "many wise and learned brothers" which suggest to
Francis that he leave at least a little of the direction and the guidance of the
Order to them-with an explicit appeal to the rules of St. Benedict, St.
Augustine, and St. Bernard which were rich in precious indications of how
to live in an order.

These proposals that Francis had always avoided or refused were
not new. According to Thomas of Celano the Cardinal of San Paolo, who
provided hospitality to Francis and his companions during their first trip to
Rome, had already suggested to him that he embrace a monastic or
eremitical life.'* Between l2l9 and 1220, during Francis' sojourn in the
Holy Land, even the reforms introduced in the Order by his vicars and

"senior friars" took the monastic life as the typical model of religious life-
and demonstrated the first solid internal rift in the Order."'n

,,,rAC lg.
""Cf. Dalarw, Frangois d'Assise ou le pouaoir en question, p. 31.

"'*For the Verba cf. Brooke , Introduction a Scripta, pp. 57 -66; and E. Pistor,
"Fra Leone testimone di san Franesco," Collectanen Franciscana, 50 (1980), in
particular pp. 41ff. ["Brother Leo, Witness to Saint Francis," Greyfriars Reaiew 18

(2004) 139-l8e.l
""lc 33.
tt'Jordanus aJano, "Chronica," in Colleaion d'itades et de documents,YT,H.

Boehmer ed., Paris 1908, pp. 9-15 ["Chronicle of Jordan of Giano ll, Thirteentb
Century Chronicles, trans. Placid Flermann, p. 26-27).I have sought to analyze the
significance of this contraposition in La storia religiosa, p.748.
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This question, which was handled well outside the little group of
Minors, corresponded to the general direction of the Rome and the
ecclesiastic hierarchy and found expression in Canon 13 of Lateran IV. This
prohibited the foundation of "novae religiones" (usually translated to mean

"new religious orders") and, in the case of new religious foundations, it
prescribed that they assume the "rule and institution... of an approved

rule."""

The response of Francis to the suggestions made to him by Ugolino
sounds very hard and passionate at the same time. We certainly do not find
ourselves in the presence of a stenographic recording of the short discourse

of Francis, but at the same time it corresponds too perfectly to the basic

concepts of his project to be able to substantially doubt its authenticity. It
,".s"rrc the originality and specificity of his vocation. The Lord called me

"per viam simplicitatis" ("for a simple way") and showed me a "viam
simplicitatis." The Lord told me "He wanted me to be a new fool in the
world." These are two affirmations that clarifi, each other: they express in
different terms the same way of being. The "simplicity" in the teaching of
Francis is a counterpoint to the "wisdom of the world": "Pure holy
Simplicity confounds all the wisdom of this world and the wisdom of the

body.""'* This is a key concept in Franciscan experience and teaching:

Francis is "simple" and wished to "simply" write the words of the Lord; the

friars need to be "simple" precisely because they are total strangers to the

criteria of the judgments and ways of being-of the "wisdom" and of the

"prudence"-of the age."'' Ffowever, the integral assumption of such an

"ititrd", 
contrasting as it does with commonly accepted behaviors and

wisdom, must not appear to the eyes of the world as "craziness" and

"stupidity": "The Lord told me what FIe wanted: He wanted me to be a new

fool in the world." The phrase clearly intends to complete and to explain his

fundamental choice. Francis had to be a "fool" because, to be consistent with
his vocation, he could not help but act in a way that went against every usual

norm of behavior and action.

I do not know if Francis would have thought about the "foolishness

of the cross" and on being "fools on Christ's account" found in the writings

of St. Paul Q Cor. 1:18;4:10) which is certainly possible and perhaps

probable. Nevertheless what matters is that the whole order of ideas in the

""Cf. Conriliorum. Oecumenicoram. Decreta, G. Alberigo, P'P' Jaonnou, C'
Leopardi, and P. Prodi eds., Freiburg im Breisgau 1962, p. 218.

t"*salv lo.
"''Cf. the Testament, the story of True and Perfeo Joy, the First Exhortation to

tbe Brothers and Sisters of Penance, and chapter XVI of the Early Rub'
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discourse moves around the fundamental characteristic of the "seqaela

Christi" that is described, analyzed, and proposed in the multifaceted
reflection and the experience of Francis. Therefore he is a "fool" because his

standards of behavior, involvement, action, and attitudes ended up being

contrary and in opposition to the accepted nortns of his day. The Early

Rule"" attests that, after the work and the organizational effort that was

involved in transforrning the early f,raternity into an order with a definitive
rule, Francis strived to guarantee that these basic criteria would govern the

ways of being, behaviors, and the conditions of life of the Minors. This was

the "evang"frcrl life" as he had discovered and understood it-and this

"discovery" was compelled by the Lord and came frorn God. Francis was

profoundly convinced about this.

On this point, however, there was dissent and disagreement inside
the Order. Even prescinding fiom the nurnerous witnesses of the "flowers"
gathered following the chapter of 1244, which was so embroiled with its

own problems that it is difficult to discern the genuine memory from that
which was deformed during the course of history,*" there vrere other written
sources, stories, and assertions that leave little reason to doubt: Francis had

fled from the sight of the friars;"' for two years Francis suffered a

ffemendous temptation that ended op in isolating him from the other
friars;"' at the time in which the friars were discussing that the Rule had to
be subject to a papal confirmation Francis was "extremely anxious about this

matter,""'when his sicknesses finally constrained him to his sickbed he lifted
himself up and cried vehemendy: "'Who are these people? They have

snatched out of my hands my religion and that of the brothers. If I go to the

general chapter, then I will show them what my will is!""' In his last years,

,ft.r he found out that there were those who appeared to be in agreement

with him but who were in reality interiorly dissenting from him and

"'h fundamental analysis of the Rule regatding this point 
"1n !t 

found in
D.E. Flood, "Die Regula non bullata de Minderbriider," Franziskaniscbe Forschu?g:2,

19 (WerlAtr/estfalen ieOl, p. 168. A synthetic overview is offered by D. Flood, W'
Van Dijk, T. Matura, La' niissance d'un charisrne. Ilne lecu're del la prem'iire-rigle d'e

Frangoii AAsszse ( Paris: Editions Franciscaine,lg7l), p. 189 lTbe Birth of a^Moaement:

A Stidy of tbe First fui'te of St. Francr (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1975)]'
llln"'.t''or a series of general considerations and discussion of thi-s goint see my

Francesco d.'Assisi, pp. zzafflFor a discussion of the Legmd' of Perugia cf' also Dalarun,

The Misadaentu.re, pp.704ff .
"'2c 157.
rrrAC 21 and 2C ll5.
t'rzc 2og.

"t2c l88.
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deriding him behind his back, he even began to be suspicious of honest
people."n Francis was disappointed that many of those who aspired to
positions of authority had apparendy forgotten the old way of simplicity."'

These last two examples are taken from the Vita Princa of Thomas
of Celano and the rest take place during the last years of Francis' life. These
are all signs of a serious moral and physical suffering that has its roots in
events that occurred even before the vision of the Seraph and the reception
of the stigmata-and that is tied to the great tributrations and difficulties that
were troubling and dividing the Order."* The same repeated reluctance of
the ancient sources to speak of facts-or to deliberately omit facts-that are

known from other sources offer an indication of the embarrassment that
those years left in the memory of the Order.

The nearly total dismissal of the real reasons employed to deny
these facts has an obvious consequence. Apart from a gradually dulling of
the past, in the memory of some of the aged companions of Francis-and
later in the Spirituals-there was the belief that those opPosed to Francis

may have been morally weak people who were incapable of the weight of the
conditions imposed by the evangelical life. However, it appears that this
really was not the case. For the little the sources explicitly tell us it seems

sufficiendy evident that the debates and the confrontations circled around
the characteristics, prospects, and the duties entrusted to the Order. There
were no temptations to laxity, no absence of morality, or weakness of
character that pushed a group of friars-who were influential by reason of
their education and social origin-to want to create a structure of pastoral

care and reform. These were brought about by the needs of the Church and

society and suggest some areas in which the regular life was impotent. The
highest authorities of the Roman curia agreed with them. However this was

not sufificient to require deep changes in the ways of being that were in place

in the original fraternity. In fact, it was difficult to think of an Order

"nlc 96.

"'1c 104.

"*lC 108 places these words in the mouth of the dyrttg Francis: "Good-by.e,
all my sons. Live in the fear of God and remain in Him 

"ly"Tt, 
for a g-reat test will

come upon you and ribulation is drawing near!" hd,- in the lament of Thomas for
Francis in t'C ttl: "You know, you truly know, the danger in which y-ou have left
them; for it was your presence 

"lot" 
that always mercifirlly-reliewed-the coundess

labors and freque.tt tto,rbl"s." For the attirude expressed in the Vita Prima towards

the Order coniult the precise observations of E. Prinzivalli, *IJn slnto da leggere:

Francis of fusisi nel peicorso delle fonti agiografiche," in Francesco d'Assisi e il prima

secolo, p. 84 ["A Saini to be Read: Francisbf fusisi in the Hagiographical Sources,"

Grey{riars Reuinu 15 (2001) 253tr.1.
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personally involved in pastoral care that would be able to remain without the
guarantees of papal privileges, without churches and fixed dwellings, with its
members traveling around the world and living by the occasional work that
they did or by the fruits of their begging, and totally lacking of that statas

that the dignitf of their pastoral function demanded.

Nurnerous indications attest that Francis thought otherwise: the
forceful recalling of the original life, proposed as a model in the Testamen4

and his irrefutable prohibitions against possessing houses or churches and of
asking for privileges from the Roman curia in order to defend their own
preaching,"' demonstrate how he maintained that the Order should and

must continue to operate according to the criteria that were established in
thefraternitas.Problems, difficulties, and unforeseen emergencies would not
be lacking: but, the constant work regarding the Rule and the updating of
the Rule, that had accompanied the experience and the growth of the group
during its first decade, had taught that this constant verification and fine-
tuning of the norrns in order to strive to faithfully translate its fundamental
purpose in the diverse circumstances and events offered by life was possible.

Two divergent perspectives were thus clearly confronted. Disputes
and tensions were inevitable and were painful and embarrassing for all
concerned. The attitude of Francis appears to fluctuate: the withdrawal from
the other friars and the choice of isolation seems to alternate with
interventions of imperatives and with a strong and imperious claim of
authority-an authority that was lacking in the fundamental institution of
the Order-based exclusively in the fact that the road that he was proposing
had been shown to him by the Lord.

The argument was laden with risk. Similar claims to divine
inspiration had not been missing from all of the evangelical movements that
had broken with Rome over the years."" The passage from Acts 5:29: "We
must obey God rather than man," was their common cry. From the few

"'Test 25.

""See for example the objection given to the demand of the Cathars in
Durandus von Osca, "Liber antiheresis," in FIg. Kurt-Victor Selge, Arbeiten zur
Kircbengeschichte,3T/11, Berlin 1967,95: "Set forte dicerenu tfbi erat ecclesia ad

advenorf salvatoris usque ad vestrum adventum et quis docuit Valdesium viam
illam?... Nos vero dicimus, quia simper ibi Dei est ecclesia, ubi congregacio fidelium,
qui fidem rectam tenente et operibus implent. Si vero scire desideratis, gui9-_euq
docuit, sciatis, quia Dei gratia sibi celitus data et vox evangelii qui dicit: "Beati
pauperes spiritu, quondam ipsorum et regnum celorum.' Eum, in-quam, hec vox
instruit et docuit." In this regard cf. G.G. Merlo, Eretici ed eresie m.edieuali (Bologna:
Il Mulino, 1989), pp. a9ff, and "Sul valdismo colto ua )OI e XIV secolo," in f VaWesi

e l'Europa, "Collani della Societi di studi valdesi," g (Torre Pellice 1982), pp. 68-98
(and in particular pp. 820.
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indications we have from the sources it seems that already in the L220s there
were some friars who wished to choose this same road of separation with the
Church."' But even such a prospective had become radically contradictory to
the profound significance of the Christian project of Francis which had been

characterized. by the abandonment of his own will into the hands of the
Father, by a renunciation of the instruments of power, and by an embrace of
the strong nucleus of the example left by Christ. The will to remain faithful
at all times to this intention ran the risk of producing behaviors and choices

in some who would end up contradicting or denying him.

The experience of the cross that Francis lived through on La Verna
situated him on this road of doubts, vacillations, and radical dilemmas. I
think that, forcing an interpretation, one is able to say that the event was a

moment of the most profound penetration for Francis into the mystery of
the Incarnation and the death of Christ just as he had thought, understood,
and illustrated in his writings. The Praises of God written by him to praise

and to thank God "for the kindness bestowed on him," as Leo attests on the
chartula of Assisi, in my opinion provides a perfect testimony: the fabric of
passionate language from the psalms is a furmn to the greatness and

goodness of God to whom every good, virtue, and hope relates. In a chain of
attributes, and from all the possible attributes, some reoccur and are

repeated in various rhythmical patterns more than others: "You are the

good, all good, the highest good...," "You are love, charity," "rest,"
t'securityr" "protector," "our custodian and defender," and "our hope-" All of
these are summed up in the formula: "You are all our riches to
sufficiency.""' Tt is like a signal that all other hopes are released: in a hymn

of praise and joy Francis expresses his full, exclusive abandonment into the

hands of God. It is a restatement in lyric terms of the concePt he already

expressed that all the good that one is able to do is found in God and is a

workof the grace of God.

In this context Francis writes a blessing for Brother Leo that he

takes from the formula of the text of the Lord had intended for the sons of

t"K.V. Selge, "Franz von Assisi und Hugolino von Ostia," in San Francesco

nella ricerca storica" drgli ultim.i otttnta anni, Convegno del Centro studi sulla

spiritualiti medievale,lA lTodi: Pres-so I'Accademia Tulentint,lgTt), pp' 214ff, and

G.G. Merlo,Tra erem.o e citti., pp. 58ff.

"'PrsG. For a discussion of this document cf. A. Bartoli Langeli, "G[i scritti
da Francesco. L'autografia di un illitteratus," in Fra'te Francesco d'Assisi, Atti del )O([
Convegno internazio"nale, Assisi, l+-t6 ottobre 1993 (Spoleto:.Cenuo Italiano di
studi slrill'alto medioevo, 1994), pp. 101-159. For different points-of view cf' C'
Prolaztr, Letture dcgli "Sritti"'diirrancesco d,'Assisi (Milano: Ope11|9galiti, 1992),

pp. 57ff, and C. Fru[oni, Francesco e l'inuenzione delle stim'mate, pp. 139ff.
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Israel (Nm. 6:24-26): "M.ythe Lord bless you and keep you. May He show
His face to you and be merciful to yolr. Mty He turn His countenance to
you and give you peace.""' Francis wishes that Leo obtains peace, the kind
of peace that can only be reached by upsetting the logic of the wclrld and the
usual human ways of doing things as is clearly expressed in the last strophe
of The Canticles of Creatures"'-composed on the occasion of the dispute

between the mayor and the bishop of fusisi. It is a logic that, following the
ultimate example of Christ, leads to the cross.

Frorn this point of view the stigmata, seen in the context in which
they appeared, represent the etreme expression of the ways and the terrns
with which Francis thought about and proposed in the aita eaangelii: in the
sense that through the experience that recreated the experience of the cross,

Francis found the road to overcome doubts and rejections as he recalled the
model offered to him by Christ. He did not avoid other conflics, jolts, and
deviations to his projects. The scarce indications disseminated by Thomas of
Celano in the Vita Prirna conserye unequivocal traces of this. The hope is

also stated in the Testantent by Francis at the p<lint of his death as he tried to
specificalty call to rnind for himself and his followers that it is significant to
choose the "pattern of the Holy Gospel." But even here he tends to avoid
disagreement and irremediable disagreements that were even then troubling
the Order.

It seems, however, that the memory of the Order soon lost sight of
these connections. The cautions, concealed in some of passages in the Vito
Prirua of Thomas of Celano, apparendy were not enough. The ascetical

mysticism of Francis in his conformity to Christ cancelled the concrete
vicissitudes of history that had brought about the experience of the cross.

Aprrt from how they were appealed to in the subsequent institutionalization
and defense of tlre Grder, for Minorite hagiography the vision of the Seraph

and the stigmata were seen exclusively as extreme expressions of the love of
Francis for Christ. The significance that these had for Francis in reference

to his mode of operating in history as it relates to the history and to the
problems of the Order was totally eliminated"

Hagiographical literature, when it is not simply set aside, more or
less reiterates and repeats the facts of history.'t' Its unilateral nature is not

"'BlL 1-2.

"1Cf. my Francesco d',*sisi, pp.60ff.
125n'"1'or some examples of the most notable biographieg of Francis cf. P.

Sabatier, I/ie de S. Frangois i',*sit, (P'aris 1898), pp. 330ff. (336: "il 6tait devor6 par la
fiEwe des sains, ce besoin d'immolation..."; 339: "Frangois se trouva i I'Alverne
encore plus absorb6 que de coutume par son ardent d6sir de souffrir pour J6sus et
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apparent to me. At the same time I know that I am not ahle to affirm with
full certainty every thing that it contains. It is tempring to suggesr a

coherent interpretation of the total religious journey of Francis and of his
decisions of how to live it with all of its difficulty in the midst of men.
Ffowever, this highlights the limits and the hazards of all inrerpretations. I
believe that the mysterious greatness of thar experience justifies that
attempt.

avec lui..."); this is analogous to the account of J" Joergensen, San Francesco d',*sisi,
pp. t_31ff, and to that of O. Englebert, Vie dc Saint Frangois d'Assise (Paris 1956), pp.
341ff., that paraphrases and combines the various biographical sources with later
interpretations (A*us e Csnsiderazioni wlle ximmate); R. Manselli, San Francesco
d'r4ssii (Roma 1980), pp. 327ff., from his part insists - accordingly to his general
interpretation of the figure of Francis that his sharing in the sufferingp of ths Christ
allowed him to see and experience the pain and sufferings of others (d. in particular
pp.62-63 and244-45) - on the uniqueness and incomparability of the experience of
the stigmata and his encounter with Christ as the fundamental point of reference for
Francis' entire spiritual iourney.

Flowever the observations of Dalarun in Frangais d'Assise oa le pauuoir en
questian,pp.26 and 125, do not seem to be exact. He claims that modern Franciscan
histography removes the problem of t}e acceptance, if not to say the choice, of
Francis to institutionalize the fraternity into an srder and produces pages on the
"drama" of Francis "q-ui ddcalquent ce que les sources veulent bien nous en liwer,"
and points out that "la sublimation de ce m6me drame et des lae6rations intestines de
l'ordre par I'impression des stigmates: rien d'autre gue Ia reprise, presque terme i
terme, de ce que Thomas de Celano nous conte dEs la Vita prima." It seems to me
that the matter can not be properly summed up this way because (and precinding
from the significant reticence of all of the biographical sources to discuss those last
years in detail) the key element of the events of La Verna are not tied exclusively to
the history of the Order as has often been proposed in the writings of the 80s and
90s. There is undoubtedly the cornplex construction in the second part of the Vita
Prima that provides a privileged picrure of the stigmata which focuses on the
individual iourney of Francis that offers only a few points against which the history
of the Order can be understood or interpreted.


